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ABSTRACT
In virtual military training, tracking and evaluating trainee behavior throughout a simulation exercise helps address
specific training needs, improve the realism of simulations, and customize the training experience. While it is
straightforward to parse the event log of a simulation to identify atomic behaviors such as unit movements or
attacks, it remains difficult to fuse these events into higher-level actions that better characterize trainees’ intentions
and tactics. For example, if each unit is controlled by an individual trainee, how should the movement information
from all units be aggregated to determine what formation the group is moving in? Similarly, how can all of the
information from nearby terrain environments be combined with kinetic actions to determine whether the trainees
are executing an ambush attack, or is simply engaging the enemy group? While an experienced human
observer-controller can quickly assess the battle map to provide an appropriate interpretation for such events, it
remains a challenging task for computers to automatically detect such high-level behaviors when performed by
human trainees.
In this work, we proposed a machine-learning (ML) framework for recognizing tactical events in virtual training
environments. In our approach, unit movements, surrounding environments, and other atomic events are rasterized
as a 2D image, allowing us to solve the action detection problem as image classification and video temporal
segmentation tasks. In order to bootstrap ML models for these tasks, we utilize synthetic training data to
procedurally generate a large amount of annotated data. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this framework in the
context of a virtual military training prototype, detecting troop formations and other tactical events such as ambush
and patrolling.
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INTRODUCTION
Among the most compelling use-cases for interactive virtual simulations is for virtual team training exercises, e.g.,
where teams of warfighters control their own virtual avatars in simulated battles, practicing tactical maneuvers and
essential skills in increasingly challenging scenarios. While these computer-based exercises lack the physical
stresses of live training, their great potential lies in their capacity for guided deliberate practice of skills, where the
environments themselves are tailored to the abilities of the team and responsive to their successes and failures in
their performance. In both live and virtual training, however, this responsiveness has generally required the
participation of human facilitators, i.e., Observer Controllers that track the progress of trainees toward learning
objectives, and actively shape the learning environment to further this progress. Automating these capabilities of
human Observer Controllers would have several practical benefits for virtual training for operational units.
Replacing training support staff with software reduces labor costs, at the very least. More importantly, such
automation can help remove the reliance of operational units on outside contractors and home-station training
facilities in conducting virtual training exercises. As this reliance is reduced, commanders are more able to lead their
own training exercises, on their own schedules, wherever their point of need..
Much of the difficulty in automating the Observer Controller stems from the simulation environment's lack of
understanding of what the human trainees are actually doing in the virtual space. Seeing a given formation and
orientation of trainee avatars on a virtual ridge line, for example, it might be obvious to a human Observer
Controller that the trainees were setting up for a deliberate ambush of an approaching enemy force, prompting him
or her to modify the enemy's reaction to reinforce lessons related to the performance of this tactical maneuver. The
software of the virtual simulation environment, however, would likely be oblivious to the impending ambush
altogether, aware only of the avatars' positions in virtual space and the avatar controls provided by the trainees' user
interfaces. Automating the human Observer Controller, in this case, requires an ability to recognize complex group
behaviors based on the positions and individual actions of avatars in the group, within the battlefield context.
Analogous perceptual recognition tasks have been successfully automated in other domains using contemporary
machine learning technologies, such as deep neural networks. Here, recognizing the complex behaviors of teams of
trainees in virtual environments can be seen as a type of time-series classification task. The input consists of
positional and low-level simulation event data over time, and output assigns labels to durations that best characterize
the class of behavior that is being executed, from a given vocabulary. Today, a high-accuracy classifier of this sort
could easily be constructed using supervised learning methods, provided that enormous amounts of data were
available, expertly annotated with high levels of inter-rater agreement. However, the required amounts of data
(perhaps tens of thousands of examples) is far beyond what might be reasonably obtained from the deployed use of
any existing virtual training software. Even assuming such large-scale datasets could be collected, its annotation by
teams of experts would be especially costly and difficult, given the sensitive nature of data generated during military
training exercises. If contemporary machine learning technologies are to be used to automate functions of human
Observer Controllers, an alternative approach to the collection and annotation of training data is needed.
In this paper, we investigate an alternate approach to the collection and annotation of datasets for behavior
recognition using machine learning methods. Our approach involves the automatic generation of synthetic training
data, collected by authoring behavior programs to be executed thousands of times by teams of fully-autonomous
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agents within the target simulation environment. Multiple programs are authored, one for each of the classes of
behavior that is to be recognized in teams of human trainees, which allows durations of generated data to be
automatically annotated with the correct class label. We demonstrate this approach by generating behaviors
corresponding to different troop maneuver formations, as would be executed by squads of Army soldiers (teams of 9
trainees). We evaluate the effectiveness of the resulting behavior classifier using gold-standard test data collected
using volunteers in a testbed multiplayer simulation environment. Results indicate that high-accuracy recognition is
possible using this approach, but requires the application of domain adaptation techniques to bridge the gap between
synthetic data and human performance data.
RELATED WORK
Behavior Recognition in Virtual Simulations and Video Games
The problem of recognizing team behaviors in virtual simulations using supervised machine learning methods has
been investigated previously by Sukthankar and Sycara (2006). In their work, two-person tactical maneuvers are
recognized in a multiplayer, game-based simulation environment using hand-authored behavior templates, which are
used to classify durations of gameplay data using trained Hidden Markov Models. Our approach is analogous in
several respects, using hand-authored behavior programs rather than templates, but eliminates the additional step of
hand annotating the training data used in supervised learning. Additionally, we address the more challenging
problem of recognizing behaviors in larger teams (nine-person infantry squads).
Behavior classification has also been investigated in the analysis of gameplay data from multiplayer video games.
Ahmad et al. (2019) demonstrate a successful approach to behavior classification that minimizes the hand annotation
of training data. In their approach, referred to as Interactive Behavior Analysis, large amounts of multiplayer
gameplay data are interactively analyzed through an iterative process of visualization, labeling, and clustering.
Aimed at analysts who are interested in understanding player strategies and tactics, this descriptive approach allows
for quick post hoc analyses with minimal labeling. Our approach contrasts with this previous work in that we aim to
identify behaviors in situ, using prescriptive definitions, for the purpose of providing real-time responses within the
simulation environment.
Methods for plan and intention recognition have also been applied for the recognition of single-player behaviors in
video games. Early progress utilized Markov Logic Networks to recognize player goals in a single-player adventure
game (Ha et al., 2014). State of the art performance expands on this approach by utilizing contemporary Long Short
Term Memory neural networks, and by including player eye-tracking information additional input to the
classification task (Min et al., 2017). Our approach is similar in its use of contemporary neural networks for
classification, but aims to achieve high classification accuracy without the use of hand annotated training data.
Synthetic Training Data in Machine Learning
Progress in machine learning using neural networks has enabled high accuracy classification, typically without the
need for the extensive engineering of input features seen in previous approaches. However, the tradeoff comes in the
requirement for enormous amounts of training data, which can limit the application of these technologies in many
domains. A promising direction is the use of synthetic training data, i.e., training data that is generated
algorithmically rather than collected from real world task environments. While unlimited amounts of labeled
synthetic training data can be obtained via this method, the discrepancy between synthetic and real-world data can
limit the accuracy of the trained classifier in real-world contexts. To bridge this “reality gap,” several successful
approaches have been previously explored to adapt the synthetic data to the real-world domain.
First, efforts have been made to generate synthetic training data with high levels of realism, e.g., the use of
photo-realistic rendering in the generation of synthetic images for training models for computer vision tasks such as
depth estimation (Planche et al., 2017) and image segmentation (Richter et al., 2016; Saleh et al., 2018). Second,
synthetically generated data can be post-processed to add randomness and variation, or to better match distributions
that are expected in real-world application contexts (Tobin et al., 2017; Dunbar et al., 2018; Prakash et al., 2019; Kar
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et al., 2019). Third, researchers have explored various methods for ensuring learned models are invariant to data
perturbations and style variations, typically by utilizing ensembles of classification models that introduce a
consistency loss in the objective function (Sajjadi et al., 2016; Laine and Aila, 2017).
In our approach, we utilize each of these previous domain adaptation methods, generating synthetic data that closely
resembles the behaviors of human teams, augmenting this data so that it generalizes well to real-world data, and
utilizing ensembles of classification models to improve robustness to data perturbations and style variations.

Figure 1. Overview of the behavior recognition process using synthetic training data.
OVERVIEW
Our approach to behavior recognition in virtual training simulations follows a traditional machine learning approach,
but where the training data is procedurally generated by teams of AI-controlled agents rather than collected from
human players. Figure 1 shows the overall stages of our workflow. Large amounts of synthetic training data are first
generated in a virtual simulation environment by teams of AI-controlled agents, programmed to execute each of the
behaviors that are to be recognized in the behavior of human trainees. In this research, the target behaviors consist of
movement formations performed by small teams, and are described in the next section. For the purpose of evaluating
the accuracy of our approach, real multiplayer data is similarly collected in the same virtual environment. These
datasets, consisting of trajectory information for avatars in the game, are then rasterized into individual images at
each timestep to reduce the recognition problem into an image classification task. To improve accuracy of the
resulting model in recognizing player behavior, various data augmentations are applied to enhance the synthetic
data. Finally, an ensemble of multiple image classifiers is trained using the augmented synthetic data, and used to
predict the behavior labels for the multiplayer data. Each of these steps is further described in the following sections.
MULTIPLAYER TEST DATA
Our approach to the recognition of team behaviors in virtual simulation environments is to use synthetic training
data instead of collecting and annotating data from human trainees. However, in order to evaluate the effectiveness
of our approach, we collected and annotated a small amount of human performance data to use as gold-standard data
in our experiments. In this section, we describe the virtual training simulation environment used in these
experiments, and the specific group behaviors that we sought to recognize in our approach.
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In this work, we utilized the Rapid Integration and Development Environment (RIDE), a virtual training testbed
developed at the University of Southern California's Institute for Creative Technologies in support of research
projects related to the U.S. Army's Synthetic Training Environment initiative. This software prototype consists of a
set of libraries built on top of the Unity game engine that support the loading of terrain datasets from the U.S.
Army's One World Terrain initiative, networked multiplayer control of virtual avatars, and various data collection
and analysis tools. Using this platform, we devised a multiplayer environment that allowed networked participants to
control a virtual infantryman, set in the fictional town of Razish that exists (in the real world) at the National
Training Center at Ft. Irwin, CA. Using standard Xbox controllers, participants are able to navigate the urban area
with a third-person view of their own avatar, directing their movements with the left thumb controller and directing
their view with the right thumb controller (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The Rapid Integration and Development Environment (RIDE), showing perspective view for participant
number 5 (left), and an overhead view of all nine participants maneuvering in squad column formation (right).
We enlisted the participation of nine volunteers from our research lab, forming a typical-sized infantry squad with
one squad leader and two four-man fire teams. Each participant connected to the shared RIDE environment remotely
(from home, during the Covid-19 pandemic), and communicated with each other via an external audio
teleconferencing application. Only one participant (not the designated squad leader) had experience as a professional
soldier, with real-world training on the maneuvers executed by this virtual squad.
In this data collection, we instructed this virtual squad to execute squad movements in formation, as described in a
leadership textbook used in ROTC courses (U.S. Army, 2008). Three standard movement formations were executed
(squad column, squad line, and squad file), along with two additional formations used in previous work (wedge and
arrow). We furthermore noted a sixth movement class, representing durations in our dataset when the virtual squad
moved out of formation, in an unstructured cluster.
To aid our participants in the correct execution of each maneuver, we assigned each participant a number (from 1 to
9), and a diagram indicating the position within each formation that they should maintain during movement (Figure
2). Furthermore, we asked that each participant log into the RIDE environment with a login name indicating their
assigned number, which was visible to participants above the avatars in the environment. In each case, participant
number 1 served in the "Point Man" role in the formation, e.g., the center position of the squad line, or the front
position in squad file and squad column. During the data collection, this Point Man participant coordinated and
directed the execution of each maneuver.
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Figure 3. Five squad maneuver formations used in this research
During this collection phase, the location of each avatar in the virtual environment was sampled at 10 Hz. After the
data collection phase, durations were manually labeled with the intended squad maneuver by aligning playback of
the sampled data with an audio recording of the teleconference. The resulting dataset consisted of 20 executions of
the five maneuvers depicted in Figure 3, and an additional 20 executions of squad movement out of formation before
the start of each formation maneuver. In all, these 40 durations consisted of 14,173 labeled samples, used as the
gold-standard test set in our experiments.
GENERATION OF SYNTHETIC TRAINING DATA
In this research, synthetic training data is used to enable behavior recognition in virtual training environments,
allowing a supervised model to be trained without time-consuming data collection and annotation process by teams
of experts. To generate synthetic training data for the recognition of movement formations, we utilize the same
RIDE simulation environment described in the previous section, developed using the Unity game engine. The main
difference is how the movements of soldiers in this environment are controlled. Instead of using Xbox gamepads to
manually control the direction and speed of soldiers, the movement trajectory for a given unit is procedurally
generated using simple AI scripts, using parameters that specify the formation type, number of units, and spacing
between units.
Procedural Unit Trajectory Generation
As a building block to create squad formation movements, we first implemented two types of movement behavior to
automatically control each individual unit in the formation. The first one is the fall-in behavior, which is used to
enforce a vector offset constraint between the unit and his leader. When the current offset between the unit and his
leader deviates from the desired offset, the fall-in behavior automatically moves the unit to maintain that offset. The
other one is the follow b ehavior, which ensures that the unit will move to follow the leader while keeping a distance
constraint. It works by collecting the previous locations traversed by the leader, and moving the unit along that same
trajectory if his distance from the leader is further than a threshold. Since there are obstacles in the environments that
may slow down the unit trying to fall-in or follow the leader, both behaviors allow the unit to accelerate as needed to
meet the constraint when the leader is moving away.
Using the aforementioned unit behaviors, we simulate the five squad maneuver formations including column, line,
file, wedge, and arrow. Among them, column and line are standard army formation movements, and we defined the
unit offsets based on the field operations manual. Wedge and arrow are synthetic formations and their offsets are
procedurally defined. File is simulated using the follow b ehavior to ensure each unit follows its immediate fellow in
the front. Given the formation parameters and a goal location for the leader unit, the formation movement
trajectories are created by the following steps. 1) The initial unit location offset from the nearby units is calculated
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based on the formation type and unit spacing. As shown in Figure 3, the leader is designated as unit 0 while the
number within each circle indicates the index for other team units. Based on the specified formation type and desired
spacing between units, the offset or distance for each unit is obtained to initialize the unit behavior. 2) given the
initial unit offsets and current location for the leader, the new target location for each unit is calculated by using the
aforementioned behaviors. 3) Once the target location is known, the trajectory for each unit is computed using a
navigation mesh for the environment terrain. This allows each unit to move individually and avoid obstacles as
needed while maintaining the overall formation throughout the movements. In addition, to model the movements
when the squad is in scattered positions or is transitioning to different formations, we also defined an
out-of-formation group behavior. It is generated by randomly selecting a unit to move to random locations
periodically. This simulates the random sparse movements when the squad is switching to a different formation.
For the purpose of evaluating our approach, we generated about 160 seconds of synthetic training data for each of
the five movement formation classes plus about 1000 seconds of data for the out-of-formation movements, where
each movement formation was led by a selected leader unit, who was directed to move to a random location in the
virtual terrain. Similar to multiplayer sessions, simulated positional information for each unit in the group was also
sampled at a rate of 0.1 Hz, and recorded along with the movement formation class that was being executed at the
time. This resulted in a total of 17482 labelled samples from a simulation session.

Figure 4. Examples of unit formation movements as rasterization representation. Different formation types result in
different image features that are suitable for an image classifier.

Rasterization of Trajectories as Images
In its raw form, the aforementioned movement formation trajectories and labels are represented as a multivariate
time series sampled at a rate of 0.1 Hz. Accordingly, a classifier could be trained using a vector of unit positions at
each timestamp as input to predict the corresponding label. However, while it is straightforward to use a positional
vector as input, the resulting classifier would need to be retrained for groups of every size, as the size of the input
vector would vary. We solve this problem by representing the trajectories of the units in the whole group as a
fixed-sized image. That is, instead of working with vector data directly, we rasterized unit positions at each
timestamp into a 2D image, and used that as the data representation for training the classifier. This approach allows
for a unified representation to train a single classifier that can handle different numbers of units. Moreover, this
reduces the problem into an image classification task, and allows us to utilize existing convolutional neural network
(CNN) architectures that perform well in other visual recognition tasks.
The rasterization representation is generated as follows. Given positions xt1 , xt2 , xt3 ...xtn at time step t , we first
compute the X − Z local coordinates with origin centered at p tavg =
t

1
n

n

∑ p ti , which is the average position between

i=1

all units at time t . A 2D grid center at p avg is then used to rasterize all unit movements at t . However, simply
plotting positions as dots does not provide kinetics information for the units. Therefore we plot the offset
o ti = p ti − p it−1 between t and the previous time step t − 1 as an arrow originated at pit to better encode the unit
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movement velocity in a single image. Figure 4 shows some examples of rasterization representation for different
formation movements.
This rasterization method was applied to each of the samples in the synthetic training data, yielding a dataset of
17482 annotated images. Likewise, we applied the same rasterization method to the unit trajectories in our
multiplayer test dataset, representing the position of human-controlled units in our testbed environment, yielding a
test set of 14173 annotated images. Since the movements at each time step are represented as images,
high-performance CNN architectures for image classification can be applied to predict the correct movement
formation label using images of synthetic movement formations as training data. While this is a relatively
straightforward task given the mature technologies of image classification research, the utilization of this synthetic
training data requires that we first overcome the domain gap between our synthetic data and the trajectories
produced by human-controlled avatars in a multiplayer environment.
DOMAIN ADAPTATION
The main challenge of using a model trained with synthetic data is to overcome the domain gap when the testing
data is collected from the multiplayer virtual training environment. Naively training a classifier with synthetic data
without any augmentation or adjustments tends to result in a model that is over-fitted to the statistics of the synthetic
data. Therefore the accuracy will be poor when applied to a dataset collected from human trainees. The main
purpose of domain adaptation is to ensure that the model can generalize well to the multiplayer test data using
various learning and augmentation techniques.

Figure 5. Examples of data augmentations for formation images. (From left to right) : original image, rotation
variations, unit spacing variations, leader identification, and position perturbations

Data Augmentation Approach
One popular way of improving robustness of a model is to augment the training data with various transformations
and perturbations. The technique virtually expands the size of training data by creating variations of the same data. It
prevents overfitting by forcing the model to learn a more general pattern from the data. Since both synthetic and
multiplayer data are rasterized in the same manner using the same colors, we choose to only apply geometric
transformations and skip random color adjustments such as saturations or hues in the augmentation process. The
types of augmentations used in this work include rotation variations, unit spacing variations, leader identification,
and positional perturbation.
a) Rotation Variations: Since the formation type remains the same for any rotations along Y-axis, we rotate each
image with a random angle at each epoch before feeding it into the training batch. This ensures that the CNN learns
a rotational invariant representation for predicting formations.
b) Unit Spacing Variations: The space between adjacent units may vary in the multiplayer world as each player may
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space their avatar differently in a formation. Generating synthetic formations with varying unit spacing helps the
resulting model to generalize better to such a discrepancy in the real data.
c) Leader Identification: Since the squad leader is driving the formation movements, identifying him in the group
helps the network to better learn the structure of input formations. It also helps resolve some ambiguities when the
jittered unit positions make two formations look alike. To add such identification in the rasterized images, instead of
rendering every unit in white color, the leader is rendered as red color while the other units are rendered in green
colors in the image. Note that since a leader player was also selected during the data collection process to drive the
formation movements, the same process is also applied for rasterization of testing data to identify the leader.
d) Positional Perturbation: Since each user will control a single unit, a group of units tends to not move in perfect
harmony and may be adjusting their positions from time to time. It makes the multiplayer data collected from the
trainees more noisy than simulated data, where all units are coordinated programmatically when moving in
formations. To alleviate this domain gap, a Gaussian noise is added to units’ positions as well as their moving
directions. This creates a more randomized movement trajectory for each unit that contains more variations than the
purely procedural movements. Note that the goal is not to really re-create the styles of human player trajectories.
Instead, having these perturbations improves robustness in the learning process, and the resulting model will
generalize better toward multiplayer test data.
Figure 5 shows examples of aforementioned data augmentations applied on the formation images. Note that while
data augmentation techniques tend to be applied for supervised learning in general, here they are applied in the
context of domain adaptations to help adapt the model trained on synthetic data to data collected from multiplayer
sessions.
Model Ensemble Approach
Creating ensembles of models is a well-known technique in machine learning to boost generalization capability for
the trained models. It works by independently training multiple models and then combining them into an ensemble.
The final predictions are obtained by averaging the results from each model to improve test accuracy.
Two model architectures, ResNet (He et al 2016) and EfficientNet (Tan et al 2019), are used to form the model
ensemble. ResNet is a popular architecture that has been utilized as the feature extraction backbone in many
computer vision tasks such as object detection and instance segmentation. EfficientNet is currently the state of the
art architecture for image classification. It is created via neural architecture search (NAS) to maximize the
performance while using less parameters than previous models. Another reason we choose these two model
architectures is that they both include multiple variations of network depths to handle tasks of different complexity
and there exist pre-trained models ready for transfer learning.
In this work, we first train the aforementioned models with different depths on the same training data and select
either the two models of different complexity from the same architecture, or the models of similar complexity from
different architectures. To fuse the results, we used equally-weighted averaging of predictions from these models to
make final predictions.
EXPERIMENTS
We conducted two sets of experiments to evaluate our approach to domain adaptation, separately investigating the
contribution of various data augmentation techniques and the ensemble model approach. In each of these
experiments, behavior recognition models were trained on the labeled rasterized images of the
synthetically-generated movement formations, and tested on rasterized images obtained from our multiplayer data
collection exercise.
The computer hardware we used to conduct the experiment is an Intel 9820X CPU with 128 GB RAM and four
nVidia 2080 Ti GPUs. All neural network models were trained within the PyTorch neural network framework for 50
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epochs with batch size of 16 per GPU. The Adam optimizer is used for training with a learning rate of 0.0001 and
cosine annealing schedule for learning weight decay. Accuracy scores were computed as the percent of correct
behavior labels assigned to samples in the multiplayer test set.
Table 1. Evaluation of different data augmentations and model architectures.
Augmentation

Data Size

Network Architecture

# Params

Accuracy

None

17482

Resnet-50

25.6M

35.22%

Rotate

17482

Resnet-50

25.6M

49.54%

Rotate + Space

34132

Resnet-50

25.6M

58.50%

Rotate + Space + Leader

34132

Resnet-50

25.6M

72.15%

Rotate + Space + Leader + Noise

34132

Resnet-50

25.6M

74.70%

34132

Resnet-101

44.5M

75.05%

34132

EfficientNet-b5

30.0M

74.91%

34132

EfficientNet-b6

43M

77.87%

34132

Resnet-50 + Resnet-101

70.1M

75.83%

34132

EfficientNet-b5 +EfficientNet-b6

74.5M

76.25%

34132

EfficientNet-b5 + Resnet-50

55.6M

75.83%

34132

EfficientNet-b6 +Resnet-101

87.5M

78.50%

Ensemble + All Augmentations

In our first set of experiments, we assessed the contribution of each of our data augmentation methods to
improvements in classification accuracy. For this, we performed an ablation study by incrementally adding
individual data augmentations and using different network architectures. The upper part of Table 1 shows the
resulting classification accuracy of the ResNet-50 model on the test dataset with different augmentation methods.
The model naively trained with synthetic data, without any augmentation, produced poor results with only about
35.22% accuracy, which is only marginally better than the expected accuracy of 16.67% when randomly selecting
one of the six labels. By adding more augmentations incrementally, the resulting accuracy improves as the model
starts to learn more general formation patterns from the expanded data, and the resulting accuracy is able to reach
about 75% accuracy. Note that augmentations with varying unit spaces expand the number of training samples due
to additional simulation sessions with different size and space parameters. As in previous research on the use of
synthetic training data, our results demonstrate that data augmentations is a good practice to help bridge the domain
gap between synthetic behavior data and multiplayer behavior data.
In our second set of experiments, we investigated the effect of training with different network architectures, depths,
and ensembles. The resulting accuracy is summarized in the lower part of Table 1. Overall, the EfficientNet tends to
achieve higher accuracy than ResNet with similar number of parameters, which demonstrates its superior model
architecture via NAS. The ensemble models also show accuracy improvements over any single network in the
ensemble except when combining two EfficientNet-b5 and b6 together, which produces a result worse than a single
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EfficientNet-b6. One possible reason is that the two models have similar architectures and only differ in their
complexity. Therefore it is less likely that adding them together will complement each other to produce better
results. Empirically, this shows that combining different model architectures into an ensemble may be more
effective since different architectures are likely to learn and extract different types of features. As a result, our best
ensemble model, which combines EfficientNet-b6 and ResNet-101, is able to provide additional boost and achieve
78.50% accuracy on the multiplayer test dataset.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we describe an approach to the automatic recognition of team behaviors using neural networks, where
the data used to train these networks are generated programmatically using fully autonomous agent teams. This
synthetic behavior data is rasterized as images to make it possible to generalize over groups of different sizes, and to
utilize contemporary CNN architectures for image classification. Data augmentation techniques are used for domain
adaptation, allowing the trained models to generalize to patterns seen in human performance data. To further aid in
accurate classification, we utilize a model ensemble approach, combining image classification networks with
varying topology. On the task of movement formation classification, our approach achieves strong results, with
78.50% accuracy on a six-class classification problem with no authentic training data.
There are several next steps that must be investigated in order to validate this approach as a general method for
behavior recognition in training simulations. Primarily, a broader range of trainee behaviors should be studied,
particularly those that may push the limits of pattern recognition technology or our abilities to generate human-like
synthetic training data. This includes long duration behaviors, such as convoys and deliberate ambushes, which may
require many minutes of observation before an accurate classification could be made. Similarly, complex multi-part
behaviors, such as patrols and maneuver by bounding overwatch, may require more sophisticated network
topologies in the highest layers in order to generalize over temporal sequences. Additionally, interactions between
groups, including engagements with enemy forces, will require additional mechanisms for identifying and
representing the behavior of other groups as input to the classification task.
As these challenges are overcome, we expect that this approach to team behavior classification will enable more
responsive forms of guided, deliberate practice for team training in virtual environments. While the authoring of
programmatic behaviors for teams of autonomous agents is a requirement of our approach, the associated costs are
amortized over other features that they enable, including the possibility of training with mixed human and
autonomous teams, and the use of these behaviors for constructive simulation and course of action analysis. We
envision that every available autonomous behavior could also be used to generate synthetic training data for
behavior recognition, allowing for a one-to-one correspondence between what autonomous teams can do in the
environment and what the environment can recognize in the behavior of human teams. In so much as these
behaviors are authored prescriptively to align with doctrine, virtual training environments will know “what right
looks like,” as a basis for responsive training, and as a baseline starting point for adaptive behavior and innovation in
team performance.
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